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Dear Egypt Scholars supporters and donors, We would like to share with you our monthly newsletter

for July 2021.

Counseling Services Team

The counseling services team helps students who aim

to study abroad by answering their questions. Since the

beginning of the 2021 year, the team members have

received (103) questions. The services provided by the

center range from answering general or specialized

questions in various scientific anD theoretical fields, as

well as providing detailed advice on preparing to apply

for postgraduate studies and grants abroad

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

https://egyptscholars.org/steps/counseling-services/

Documents Revision Team

Through this team, Egypt Scholars Organization revises the documents for the students seeking study abroad,

then supports them with notes and comments to enable them to properly apply and submit their documents.

The team members have received documents of (540) students since the beginning of 2021 until now.

https://egyptscholars.org/steps/counseling-services/


FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

https://egyptscholars.org/steps/documents-revision-center/

Egypt Scholars Library

Library Team have received a lot of articles from Egypt scholars followers. And these articles have been

reviewed scientifically and linguistically and then published. We have Published 5 articles until now.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

https://library.egyptscholars.org/

DAR Team

A seminar on studying in Singapore, in
which the institution hosted a group of
researchers from the National University
of Singapore and the Agency for
Science, Technology and Research
(A*STAR). The lecturers talked about
how to get a scholarship, living costs,
education and health if you take your
family with you. You can watch the
recorded lecture via this link:

Study in Singapore (Opportunities and…

A tour of electric cars, in which we
learned more about the opportunities
and challenges facing this industry. The
lecturer discussed the research and
development activities of the wireless
charging process and the latest findings.
The lecturer is Dr. Ahmed Abdel-Fattah,
who received a doctorate in electrical
engineering from Florida International
University in Miami in 2017, and was
awarded the best doctoral student award
in the College of Engineering from the
same university. You can watch the
recorded lecture via this link:

Electric Vehicles and Charging Infrastr…

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

https://www.youtube.com/c/EgyptScholars/featured

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYfAShDKNps&pp=sAQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cedI1hRSMFw&pp=sAQA
https://egyptscholars.org/steps/documents-revision-center/
https://library.egyptscholars.org/
https://www.youtube.com/c/EgyptScholars/featured


Clubhouse Team

Many of us always have a lot of ideas about
changing our research field, as well as
changing our own work in a specific field, but
he does not stray too far, as he often chooses
a field that is also closer to his first field, either
directly or indirectly.

On this topic, Egypt Scholars Inc.Scholars
held a dialogue on the clubhouse platform, in
which it hosted researchers who have changed
their field of research.

Top universities, wonderful nature and vibrant
cities are just some of the reasons why many
international students choose Australia to
study.
The dialogue in this symposium revolved
around studying in Australia, in the presence
of a group of researchers in Australian
universities.
Where we talked about the most famous
scholarships to study in Australia, and how to
apply for them, and also we talked about
everything related to studying and working in
Australia.

Degrees from UK higher education institutions
are respected all over the world.
Funded by the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office and partner organizations, the
Chevening Scholarships enable outstanding
young leaders from around the world to
pursue a one-year master's degree in any
discipline at any UK university.
On this topic was the symposium by Egypt
scholars Inc.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

https://www.clubhouse.com/club/egypt-scholars



Egypt Scholars’ annual fundraising campaign

We have launched the Egypt Scholars annual fundraising campaign. This campaign is very important to

maintain the continuation of Egypt Scholars' activities.

Our target in this campaign is 50,000 $ (we have reached 16000$ until now), to provide the following:

1- Create learning-devices prototypes for visually impaired children.

2-Produce a Braille printer prototype, which is a significant starting step to help thousands of blinds.

3- Organize an employment fair and support graduates to be prepared for the market by job-customized

courses.

4-Conduct more courses as the two courses that we did last year, Machine Learning and Bioinformatics. This

year, we aim to hire instructors to guarantee their commitment for extended times.

5-Start a scientific journal to help mainly ES-Labs graduate students publish their scientific papers.

And We wish if you could help by donating via this link:

https://www.flipcause.com/secure/cause_pdetails/MTE0MjAy

or: https://www.facebook.com/donate/378010337001382/?fundraiser_source=external_url

So, we hope you continue your donation to achieve more progress, and establish our

slogan: " Every mind makes a difference ". You can donate via this link

Best regards.
Egypt Scholars Inc.
info@egyptscholars.org

https://www.flipcause.com/secure/cause_pdetails/MTE0MjAy
https://www.facebook.com/donate/378010337001382/?fundraiser_source=external_url
https://www.flipcause.com/secure/cause_pdetails/MTE0MjAy
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